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My first assignment was to redesign the cookbook for the Child’s Dream store. I spent few weeks gathering 

materials online and formed a new concept and finally the first edition was published. 

Aside from the cookbook, I also juggled my time designing the fact sheets to make them more appealing to 

the reader. After few months working at the office, I joined the Laos team to visit projects and conduct a 

survey.    

 

 
 

 



Exploring Laos 
 
It was early morning at dawn when we left the office. We drive for few hours towards the south of Chiang 

Mai all the way to the Eastern part of the Thailand in the place they called “Isan”.  I heard few things about 

the place from colleague and I am a bit excited to see in reality. It was during summer and the whole area 

was so dry and plain, nothing really exciting to see. After hours and hours of driving the dusk finally came 

and we spend a night at P’Tai’s place and cross the border in the afternoon.  

After we cross the border in the afternoon and drive for several more hours we arrive at the village at 

night and it was so dark. The village was situated in a remote part of Laos where there’s no electricity and 

the water was scarce. It really shows how difficult life in that village. Within a week, we finish visiting most 

places in the Savannakhet area. We traveled down more to the south in Pakse and Champasak. The 

southernmost was quite exciting since I never seen a village in an island in the middle of the river ever in 

my life. It really shows how great Mekong River is. The life in Champasak was really tough for students 

since they have to cross the river from neighboring islands everyday to go to school. During rainy season, 

schools were closed due to strong current from Mekong River, and it is really dangerous for kids to row 

their boats.  

 
 
 

Chiang Mai 
 
When I came back from  the Laos trip, I started doing my office work again, this time with broad 

knowledge of what the organisation really does so it is easier for me to understand how the projects work 

and relate to my designs. After few months working with Childs Dream, I composed several marketing 

materials for the organisation, like brochures and newsletters, and revised the second edition of the 

cookbook, school signs, postcards etc.   

From time to time, I also got a chance to join the Higher Education team on their visits to  the refugee 

camps in Mae Sot, situated along the border of Thailand and Myanmar.  Aside from refugee camps, I also 

visited Minmahaw Vocational School. The school serves as a training centre to upgrade the educational 

level of students before they are admitted in Thai and other schools here in Asia. The process was very 

essential for the students since the education in Myanmar is not recognised as a Thai educational 

standard.   

After a few months working at the headquarters, I finally accomplish several marketing materials Child’s 

Dream requires to boost their reach and to communicate to the donors and prospective donors.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Exploring Cambodia 
 
During my last couple of weeks with Childs Dream, I decided to visit the Cambodia Office (CDCO) in Siem 

Reap. I join the local team to visit the villages to investigate a few prospective projects. The area is so 

remote that we had to drive the truck in the middle of the jungle for a few hours. I heard some rumours 

that tigers still roam the area and sometimes attack the livestock.  

We got a chance to talk to a local volunteer teacher in the village and she told us that the back of the 

school is still infested with land mines. She herself was a landmine victim when she was a kid. She lifts her 

leg and shows us her prosthetic limb. During our visit, the school was empty since there was a  teachers’ 

conference going on and the school was closed.   

After I witnessed all the places I visited, it was really mind opening for me since, before, I wasn’t aware 

how poor education is in this part of the world. It really needs support and continued dedication to uplift 

awareness to aid the situation.   

Now that I am working in the big city, I look back to those kids I met in the villages and wonder how they 

can compete for employment in the future if they are not well equipped with proper education and 

awareness of the outside world. Nowadays everything is changing rapidly and getting more and more 

competitive. It is really essential to propel their knowledge along the right track so they discover their full 

potential and, in that way, they can help spread awareness to the next generation too. 

 


